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English/Drama 
L&LS E2: Know how to request something, 

know about different scenarios that 

require different requests and know how 

to use words appropriately.  

L&LS E3: Know how to request something, 

know about different scenarios that 

require different requests, know how to 

use words appropriately and know how to 

make a request to in unfamiliar situations. 

E1: Know how to form all letters of the 

alphabet correctly with handwriting that 

can be easily read. Know how to use basic 

punctuation in the correct way in a 

sentence. 
E2: Know that Homophones contain silent 

letters. Know that words will sound the 

same however have different meanings. 

Know how to correctly spell different 

homophones, with support of a dictionary. 

Know how to devise methods for 

remembering homophones. Know how to use 

dictionaries to support the spelling of 

words where the sound is known but the 

correct spelling is unknown. Know how to 

spell words correctly where the single 

consonant letter is doubled before adding 

a suffix beginning with a vowel or ‘y. Know 

how to spell words correctly where a root 

word ending in ‘y’ changes to ‘I’ before 

adding a suffix beginning with a vowel   

spell words ending in ‘-tion’ correctly. 

Know how to identify informal and formal 

emails and write one. 

Maths 
L&LS E1: Know what a sequence is, know 

how to continue a sequence, know what 

data is, know the different data example 

and know how to collect data 

L&LS E2: Know how to collect information, 

know what data means, and know how to 

read information from the data 

E1: Measure.  

Pupils will know how to measure with 

increasing accuracy 

Pupils will know the appropriate language 

associated with measuring.  

E2: Know different units of measure, 

introduced to millimetres for the first 

time and build on their understanding of 

centimetres and metres. Know that 

equivalent lengths – m and cm: 

Children recognise that 100 cm is 

equivalent to 1 metre. Know how to convert 

measurements using mental maths or 

partioning. Know the most efficient way to 

calculate and develop their mental addition 

strategies. Know how to use their 

understanding of the properties of shape 

to calculate the perimeter of simple 2-D 

shapes. Know how to measure capacity with 

litres and millilitres together and record 

measurements as __ l and __ ml, for 

example 5 l and 500 ml.  

E3: Measures: 

Know various units of measure, know how 

to convert units of measure, know how to 

find the area of shapes, know how to find 

Science  
L&LS E1: Making a healthy meal.  

Know what a healthy meal is, know how to 

weigh out ingredients, know what foods are 

healthy and know how to use kitchen 

utensils and equipment safely and 

correctly.  

E2: Know how to describe the chemical 

changes taking place in a reaction 

Know the importance that chemical 

reactions need to be controlled. Know how 

to use laboratory equipment and 

techniques to make useful chemical 

compounds. Know how to outline chemical 

change using chemical notation. know how 

to prepare compounds in a laboratory. 

Know how to follow health and safety 

procedures in a laboratory. Know how to 

follow correct instructions in preparing 

and handling chemical compounds. 

E2: Making useful compounds 

Pupils know how neutralisation reactions 

make salts. Know how to identify hazards 

Know how to prepare useful chemical 

compounds. 

E3; Making useful compounds  

Know how to describe reactions of acids 

with bases to prepare named salts, know 

uses of neutralisation reactions, know 

hazards associated with chemicals using 

hazard symbols, know key items of 

equipment when preparing and testing 

chemical compounds, know how to correctly 

use simple laboratory equipment, know how 

PSD 

BTEC Introductory level 1: 

Learning aim, A: Know what to organise 

means, know how to organise their time 

and know how to prioritise. 

BTEC Introductory level 1: Time-

management techniques:  

Know how to produce daily or weekly to-do 

lists or action plans to meet deadlines 

Know how to prioritise tasks and create a 

checklist of tasks that need to be 

completed, reviewing it regularly. Know how 

long each task might take and use free 

calendar software to keep timings of 

lessons and work. Know how to pre-empt 

problems and plan ways to overcome them 

review priorities.  

 

 

E2: Know what gender stereotypes are, 

know the importance of equality, know 

skills and attributes needed for work, 

know possible career choices and know how 

to manage money successfully.  

L1: Know how to use limited techniques to 

improve own organisational skills. Know the 

techniques used to improve own 

organisational skills, giving outline 

examples. 

L1: A1 Being organised 
Know how to produce daily or weekly to-do 

lists or action plans to meet deadlines. 

Know how to prioritise tasks, know how to 

create a checklist of tasks that need to be 
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E3: Writing 

Know how to write a compound sentence 

and when to use a paragraph, know how to 

order a text into a logical sequence 

Know how to write a short text in a logical 

sequence. Know how to spell irregular 

plurals, know how to read common words 

containing hyphenated prefixes correctly 

and know how to spell common words with 

prefixes correctly. 

L1: Writing: purpose and SPAG: 

Know how to use full stops, question marks, 

exclamation marks, commas, brackets and 

apostrophes, know how to use each mark 

correctly in a sentence and know how to 

proofread and correct punctuation errors. 

Drama: L1: 

Dramatic improvisation 

Know how to use the body and voice to 

portray a character, know how to use 

starter lines to create an improvised scene 

and know how to work with others to 

structure an improvised drama. 

 

the perimeter of shapes, know how to 

calculate the circumference of volume, 

know units of time and know how to 

convert units of time.  

L1: Measures and Mensuration:  

Know how to calculate perimeter and area 

of 2D shapes, know how to calculate 

surface area and volume of 3D shapes. 

know the rules and theory of trigonometry 

and know the rules and theory of 

Pythagoras' theorem. 

 

to safely use equipment and chemicals and 

know how to record results.  

ELC: Biology: Plants and their functions 

Know the chemical reaction for 

photosynthesis. Know how the rate of 

photosynthesis is affected by: 

temperature, light intensity and carbon 

dioxide concentration. Know how palisade, 

root hair and xylem and phloem cells are 

adapted for their function. 

Chemistry: Calculations involving masses 

Know that the atomic number of an 

element has the same number of protons in 

the nucleus and that this number is unique 

to that element. 

Know that the mass number of an element 

is the total number of protons and 

neutrons in its nucleus. 

Know that the relative atomic mass of a 

substance is the sum of all the atoms or 

ions in its formula. 

Know that during chemical reactions the 

number of atoms does not change and so 

that mass cannot change. 

 Physics; Light and electromagnetic 

spectrum. Know that light is a part of a 

family of waves called the electromagnetic 

spectrum. Know about some uses and 

dangers of some of the waves in different 

parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.  

completed, reviewing it regularly. Know to 

consider how long each task might take and 

know strengths and weaknesses of 

techniques used.  
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Humanities 
L&LS: community action 

Know what a community is, know how people 

can help in a community and know how to 

help the school community. 

E2: Knows and recognise key evidence for 

climate change.  

Know and Identify natural causes of 

climate change. Know and state ways in 

which human activity influences climate 

change and global warming. Know and 

identify some of the major consequences 

of climate changes. Know and state 

positive and negative effects of climate 

change in the UK. Know and identify 

sources of renewable energy that could be 

used to meet future energy needs in the 

UK. Know and state what individuals can do 

to reduce the risk of climate change. Know 

and state what the UK government can do 

to reduce the risk of climate change. 

E2; Climate Change 

Know about the causes of climate change. 

Know about the effects of climate change. 

Know what individuals and the UK 

government can do to reduce the risk of 

climate change.  

E3: Religious festivals and celebrations 

Know about various religious festivals, 

know traditions for each celebration, know 

social aspects for religious celebrations, 

know places of worship, know how 

prejudice can affect people and know 

important ceremonies in life and death.  

Hospitality 

L1; Prepare and Cook food by Baking, 

Roasting and Grilling 

Know how to use various cooking methods, 

know how to use a range of equipment for 

preparing food, know how to manage time 

effectively and know how to work in a safe 

and hygienic manner.  

Preparing and serving drinks 

Know various hot and cold drinks, know how 

to prepare various hot and cold drinks, 

know appropriate equipment needed to 

prepare each drink, know how to follow 

instructions and know how to follow safety 

and hygiene rules.  

 

Health and Social Care 
L1: Know how to communicate information 

to others in a polite manner, using 

appropriate eye contact. Know to listen to 

information carefully and ask questions 

about the information to be communicated. 

Know what verbal and non-verbal 

communication is. 

BTEC Level 1: Finding Out About Health 

and Social Care Services. 

Know different types of social care 

services, know about health care services, 

know about the needs of different 

individuals, know how to use a range of 

research methods and know how to present 

information in an organised manner.  

 

MFL 
L1/E3: Know important information about 

the Holocaust and in particular Auschwitz.  

Know about surviving witnesses from 

WWII. Know the importance of raising 

awareness of what happened during that 

time. 
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ICT 

E1/2/3: Know how to create graphs and 

charts as different ways of displaying and 

reading numbers. Know how to enter and 

edit information for a simple given purpose 

– simple editing and formatting/identify 

and correct simple errors. Know how locate 

folders on the server and input new data. 

Know how to proof read materials and use 

spellcheck. 

 

Art 

L&LS: Creating prints 

Know what a print is, know different 

materials to use, know what causes the 

different effects and know how to print. 

Photography 
L1: Know how to focus on smaller subjects, 

know how to choose the appropriate mode 

for each subject such as sport or nature, 

know how to set up props for natural 

subjects, know how to work with natural 

lighting and troubleshoot any issues and 

know how to capture fast-motion sports 

photography.  

Digital Media 
BTEC: L1: Know how advertising works, 

know how to research their own advert, 

know about branding and its purpose, know 

how to work as part of a team to create a 

smooth advert production and know how to 

contribute individual ideas to a group 

setting and ensure the best outcome for 

the group. 

Health and Fitness 
Know how to use a variety of training methods safely. 

Know that choices can be made. 

Know that they can take a part in decision-making. 

Know a variety of physical exercises  

Know mental wellbeing activities  

Know what mental health is  

RSE 
Keeping safe and looking after my sexual health:  

Know what contraception is. 

Know the advantages and disadvantages of different types of contraception. 

The know importance of contraception and who is responsible for it.  

Know what infections can be caught from having sex, what the symptoms are and treatments available.  

Know the impact infections can have on health. 

Know the common types of STIs and how they are transmitted.  

Know key information about alcohol and drugs and how they can impact of health. 

Know how alcohol and drugs can affect decisions and sexual health. 

Know key information about fertility and lifestyle choices. 

 


